CHAPTER

21

Parallel and Distributed Storage
Pra ti e Exer ises
21.1

In a range sele tion on a range-partitioned attribute, it is possible that only
one disk may need to be a essed. Des ribe the benets and drawba ks of this
property.
Answer:

If there are few tuples in the queried range, then ea h query an be pro essed
qui kly on a single disk. This allows parallel exe ution of queries with redu ed
overhead of initiating queries on multiple disks.
On the other hand, if there are many tuples in the queried range, ea h query
takes a long time to exe ute as there is no parallelism within its exe ution. Also,
some of the disks an be ome hot spots, further in reasing response time.
Hybrid range partitioning, in whi h small ranges (a few blo ks ea h) are
partitioned in a round-robin fashion, provides the benets of range partitioning
without its drawba ks.
21.2

Re all that histograms are used for onstru ting load-balan ed range partitions.
a. Suppose you have a histogram where values are between 1 and 100, and
are partitioned into 10 ranges, 110, 1120, § , 91100, with frequenies 15, 5, 20, 10, 10, 5, 5, 20, 5, and 5, respe tively. Give a load-balan ed
range partitioning fun tion to divide the values into ve partitions.
b. Write an algorithm for omputing a balan ed range partition with partitions, given a histogram of frequen y distributions ontaining ranges.
p

n

Answer:

a. A partitioning ve tor whi h gives 5 partitions with 20 tuples in ea h
partition is: [21, 31, 51, 76℄. The 5 partitions obtained are 1 * 20, 21 * 30,
31 * 50, 51 * 75, and 76 * 100. The assumption made in arriving at this
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partitioning ve tor is that within a histogram range, ea h value is equally
likely.
b. Let the histogram ranges be alled 1 , 2 , § , h , and the partitions
1 , 2 , § , p . Let the frequen ies of the histogram ranges be
ontain _ tuples, where
1 , 2 , § , h . Ea h partition should
= hi=1 i .
To onstru t the load-balan ed partitioning ve tor, we need to determine the value of the 1th tuple, the value of the 2th tuple, and so on,
where 1 = _ , 2 = 2 _ , et ., until p*1 . The partitioning ve tor will
then be [ 1 , 2 , § , p*1 ℄. The value of the ith tuple is determined as follows: First determine the histogram range j in whi h it falls. Assuming
all values in a range are equally likely, the ith value will be
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Histograms are traditionally onstru ted on the values of a spe i attribute
(or set of attributes) of a relation. Su h histograms are good for avoiding data
distribution skew but are not very useful for avoiding exe ution skew. Explain
why.
Now suppose you have a workload of queries that perform point lookups.
Explain how you an use the queries in the workload to ome up with a partitioning s heme that avoids exe ution skew.
Answer:

FILL
21.4

Repli ation:
a. Give two reasons for repli ating data a ross geographi ally distributed
data enters.
b. Centralized databases support repli ation using log re ords. How is
the repli ation in entralized databases di erent from that in parallel/distributed databases?
Answer:

a. By repli ating a ross data enters, even if a data enter fails, for example
due to a power outage or a natural disaster, the data would still be avail-
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able from another data enter. By keeping the data enters geographially separated, the han es of a single natural disaster su h as an earthquake or a storm a e ting both the data enters at the same time are
minimized.
b. Centralized databases typi ally support only full database repli ation using log re ords (although some support logi al repli ation allowing repliation to be restri ted to some relations). However, they do not support
partitioning, or the ability to repli ate di erent parts of the database at
di erent nodes; the latter helps minimize the load in rease at a repli a
when a node fails by spreading the load a ross multiple nodes.
21.5

Parallel indi es:
a. Se ondary indi es in a entralized database store the re ord identier.
A global se ondary index too ould potentially store a partition number holding the re ord, and a re ord identier within the partition. Why
would this be a bad idea?
b. Global se ondary indi es are implemented in a way similar to lo al se ondary indi es that are used when re ords are stored in a B+ -tree le
organization. Explain the similarities between the two s enarios that result in a similar implementation of the se ondary indi es.
Answer:

a. Any updated su h as splitting or moving a partition, whi h is required
to balan e load, would require a large number of updates to se ondary
indi es.
b. In both ases re ords may move (a ross nodes, or to a di erent lo ation
within the node) whi h would require a large number of updates to se ondary indi es if they stored dire t pointers. The indire tion through the
lustering index key / partitioning key allows re ord movement without
any updates to the se ondary index.
21.6

Parallel database systems store repli as of ea h data item (or partition) on
more than one node.
a. Why is it a good idea to distribute the opies of the data items allo ated
to a node a ross multiple other nodes, instead of storing all the opies
in the same node (or set of nodes).
b. What are the benets and drawba ks of using RAID storage instead of
storing an extra opy of ea h data item?
Answer:
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a. The opies of the data items at a node should be partitioned a ross multiple other nodes, rather than stored in a single node, for the following
reasons:




b.

21.7

To better distribute the work whi h should have been done by the
failed node, among the remaining nodes.
Even when there is no failure, this te hnique an to some extent deal
with hot-spots reated by read-only transa tions.

RAID level 0 itself stores an extra opy of ea h data item (mirroring).
Thus this is similar to mirroring performed by the database itself, ex ept
that the database system does not have to bother about the details of
performing the mirroring. It just issues the write to the RAID system,
whi h automati ally performs the mirroring.
RAID level 5 is less expensive than mirroring in terms of disk spa e
requirement, but writes are more expensive, and rebuilding a rashed
disk is more expensive.

Partitioning and repli ation.
a. Explain why range-partitioning gives better ontrol on tablet sizes than
hash partitioning. List an analogy between this ase and the ase of B+ tree indi es versus hash indi es.
b. Some systems rst perform hashing on the key, and then use range partitioning on the hash values. What ould be a motivation for this hoi e,
and what are its drawba ks as ompared to performing range partition
dire tion on the key?
. It is possible to horizontally partition data, and then perform verti al
partitioning lo ally at ea h node. It is also possible to do the onverse,
where verti al partitioning is done rst, and then ea h partition is then
horizontally partitioned independently. What are are the benets of the
rst option over the se ond one?
Answer:

a. Hash partitioning does not permit any ontrol on individual tablet sizes,
unlike range partitioning whi h allows overfull partitions to be split quite
easily. B+ -tree indi es use range partitioning, allowing a leaf node to be
split if it is overfull. In ontrast, it is not easy to split a hash bu ket in a
hash index if the bu ket is overfull.
Some approa hes similar to those used for dynami hashing (su h as
linear hashing or extendable hashing) have been proposed to allow overfull hash bu kets to be split while leaving other hash bu kets untou hed,
but range partitioning provides a simpler solution.
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b. Hashing allows keys of various types to be mapped to a single data type,
simplifying the job of partitioning the data. The drawba k is that range
queries annot be supported using hashing (without performing a full
table s an), whereas dire t range-partitioning allows e ient support for
range queries.
. The rst option allows re onstru tion of re ords at a single node if a
query only a esses re ords at that node. With the se ond option, the
verti al fragments orresponding to one re ord may potentially be residing on di erent nodes, requiring extra ommuni ation to get the verti al
fragments together.
21.8

In order to send a request to the master repli a of a data item, a node must
know whi h repli a is the master for that data item.
a. Suppose that between the time the node identies whi h node is the
master repli a for a data item, and the time the request rea hes the identied node, the mastership has hanged, and a di erent node is now the
master. How an su h a situation be dealt with?
b. While the master repli a ould be hosen on a per-partition basis, some
systems support a
, where the re ords of a partition (or tablet) are repli ated at some set of nodes, but ea h re ord's
master repli a an be on any of the nodes from within this set of nodes,
independent of the master repli a of other re ords. List two benets of
keeping tra k of master on a per-re ord basis.
per-re ord master repli a

. Suggest how to keep tra k of the master repli a for ea h re ord, when
there are a large number of re ords.
Answer:

a. If a node re eives a request for a data item when it is not the master, it an
send an error reply with the reason for the error to the requesting node.
The requesting node an then nd the urrent master and resend the
request to the urrent master. Alternatively, the old master an forward
the message to the new master, whi h an reply to the requesting node.
b. Tra king mastership on a per-re ord basis allows the master to be lo ated
in a geographi al region where most requests for the data item o ur, for
example the region where the user resides. Reads an then be satised
without any ommuni ation with other regions, whi h is generally mu h
slower due to speed-of-light delays. Further, writes an also be done loally, and repli ated asyn hronously to the other repli as.
. Ea h re ord an have an extra hidden eld that stores the master repli a
of that re ord. In ase the information is outdated, all the repli as of the
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data item an be a essed to nd the nodes listed as masters for that data
item; those nodes an be onta ted to nd the urrent master.

